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Context: Accurate surface fluxes and vertical profiles in stable boundary layer are still a
challenge  for  many  Numerical  Weather  Prediction  (NWP)  or  climate  models  despite  of
several  improvements  done  in  the  PBL parameterization  since  the  first  GABLS exercise
(Cuxart et al 2006). Significant biases at the surface over land and especially over snow are
often reported  (Holtslag et al 2013) .

Objectives: The GABLS4 case aims at studying the interaction between the boundary layer
and the surface in strong stability and during the diurnal transition focussing  on the 
decrease of the turbulence. For those topics, several models (Single Column Model (SCM), 
Snow models and Large Eddy Simulation) intercomparison have  been organized  for a 
selected (“golden”) day  based on  the boundary layer and surface observations at Dome-C  
on the Antarctic Plateau.   

Main results: For the NWP models, since the first exercise in 2006 the simulation of the 
low level jet for the stable case is improved for many models thanks to the use of a 1.5 
order scheme (TKE) such as in ARPEGE (Météo-France) or in the Canadian model. However, 
the height of the first level must be below 3m with a fine vertical grid. For the LES, to 
reduce the differences or the uncertainties in the LES results it is necessary to use a 
resolution about 1meter  for the horizontal and the vertical

Fig1: vertical wind profile  at 17UTC for the
real case   (top) and for the “ideal” case

(bottom)

Fig1 (top) shows the  vertical wind speed for the Single Column Model  at 17h for the real 
case. For many models, the  height  of the Low level Jet (LLJ) is located below 40m above 
the surface  in good agreement with the LES in full black line even if the maximum wind 
speed is over estimated. However, despite of the fine vertical grid some models such as 
ECMWF, CSIRO  over estimates the mixing  and are not able to simulate the LLJ. Fig2 shows  

Fig2: vertical wind profile  at 17TU for the LES
with a dx=5m  (top) and with dx=1m (bottom).

Wind speed observations: magenta cross 



the impact of the increase of the resolution  for the LES models on the “ideal” or 
“simplified” case (the simplified case was used by nine LES) from the 5m (Fig2, top) to 1m 
resolution (Fig2, bottom), the spread among the LES is significantly reduced with a height 
for the LLJ about 20m for a maximum wind speed about 5m/s. The SCM models also 
simulate this “ideal” case (Fig1 bottom), the differences between the “real” case and the 
“ideal” case are very small with a similar general behaviour among the SCM. In general, the
SCM over estimates the maximum wind speed by 1m/s. The height of the LLJ is in good 
agreement with the LES (Dx=1m) for some SCM such as AROME, ARPEGE, LMDz and WRF 
around 20/30m.
The near future for GABLS4 is to finish the related publications (at least two, one for the 
SCM results and for the LES) and to provide all the results: LES data, SCM data and 
observations. The future of GABLS exercise has been discussed during the last GABLS4 
workshop in September 2018  and the boundary layer community (observation, LES  and 
NWP) would like to continue with a GABLS5 may be focussed on the polar night. 
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